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Well engineered, and proven, construction.
There is nothing exotic about the construction of the 29er - no epoxy, no Kevlar,
no space age materials - just a standard, proven and tested, fully cored, polyester
and fiberglass building method. This has been done because the boat is a youth
boat where both cost, and ease of maintenance and repair, are primary
considerations. The boat could be built far lighter but the designer chose to
"overbuild" the boat in such key areas as gunwhales, cockpit floor, mast step and
the mast itself - the lower mast, for example, is the same section as the far more
powerful 49er! Sails, the most expensive part of the boat, use a reinforced
material that, again, is actually stronger than that of the 49er. This is very
important because it is not unusual for a crew member to fall into the sail on a
capsize. We expect an almost indefinite life from the mainsail. The centerboard
and rudder are both unique, patented, aluminum extrusions that come from a
single extruder and are virtually indestructible. The days of broken trailing edges,
sanding and refairing are over.

•

Strictly One-Design
The 29er was conceived, and will be maintained, as a one-design in the strictest of
traditions. The boat and all of its sails and equipment will come from single
source suppliers in an effort to reduce and then maintain an accessible cost for the
boat. It will come with all equipment supplied - what you get is what you see and that is what you sail with. There are no racing "options" and each boat is
already fully equipped with all the "go-fasts" required. All that's needed is a
trapeze belt and, if you donÕt have your own favorite, we can supply that as well.

•

Standard Boat
All boats will be produced with a light, Cloud Grey deck and a hull in white or
one of four standard colors. Other hull colors are available as an option, provided
they are available, but at an additional price. Ask for color chart.

•

Specifications
Main and jib
Spinnaker

13.19 sq.m
16.83 sq.m

Length Overall

4.40 metres

Beam

1.70 metres

Construction

Glass reinforced polyester

Total crew weight

120-140 kg.

Boat fully rigged with sails 90 kg.
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